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Inform, Inspire and Connect

IN PLACE OF GROWTH
The Launch Event

Tuesday 20th November, 7.30 to 9.30pm
@Mechanics Institute, Princess St, Manchester

“Economic growth – whether you like it or not– is unlikely to return. So
how do we create asociety with local prosperity and justice? How do we
prepare for the challenges that climate change is already bringing? A group of Manchester
citizens has been working on these problems through the summer, and they invite you to come to
the launch of their first report “In Place of Growth.” It's a free event so bring your ideas, your
enthusiasm and your friends." More information: http://steadystatemanchester.net

COUNCILS OFDESPAIRThe death of theEnvironment CommissionPage 10

SUE MURPHYINTERVIEWEDWe speak to the deputyleader of the council aboutheatwaves, practicalsolidarity with Pakistan andgreater politicaltransparency.Page 9

STEADY STATEMANCHESTERA four-page pullout on theprinciples of a steady stateeconomy and whatManchester could do toembrace it- a sneak peek ofthe reportPage 5-8

CULTURE VULTURE'What's Mine is Yours: HowCollaborative Consumption ischanging the way we live' -Book Review + morePage 11 The picture below is of Richard Leese (leaderof Manchester City Council) and Ed Davey(Secretary of State for Energy and ClimateChange). What are they doing? They'resigning a “Memorandum of Understanding”between central government and GreaterManchester about the creation of a “LowCarbon Hub.”
The press release claims that it "is arecognition that GM is leading the way indelivering low carbon initiatives [and] acommitment from the government to designand deliver new green initiatives here inGreater Manchester." This low carbon hubreplaces the “Environment Commission.” (seepage 9 for details).
We confidently predict that within a few yearsthere will be a new MoU, and a newsomething to replace the Low Carbon Hub. Ifnothing else, it keeps the bureaucrats in ajob. Meanwhile, unpleasant surprises lie inwait for our species. "What surprises?", youask. We can't tell you; it's, um, a surprise.

As MCFly goes to press there are still protestersfrom the “No Dash for Gas” group inside WestBurton gas-fired power station. They entered theNottinghamshire power station over a weekago, climbed chimneys and stayed put. Manyhave now descended, and have been arrested.For more information about what they did, andwhy, see www.nodashforgas.org.uk
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WHAT TO DO IN NOVEMBER
Operation Asparagus Rescue!Manchester's Land Army Volunteer Opportunity

Manchester’s Land Army are taking a minibus out to the Moss Brook Growers site (in Glazebury) for the
next three Wednesdays, with a mission to rescue the asparagus before winter! So we are looking for
people for these dates:

Wednesday 7th November
Wednesday 14th November
Wednesday 21st November

"We meet at 9 a.m in Hulme (M15 5RF) and drop you back there by 5.00. We will provide lunch and hot
drinks but please bring drinking water and if you like a lot of tea please bring a flask with you as there
are no kitchen facilities at this site. Please wear sturdy boots/shoes or wellies, rainwear and clothes
you are happy to get dirty. Let us know if you are interested in any of the dates above and I’ll email you
back to confirm that you have a place"  chloe@kindling.org.uk

Trafford Stitched Up are super excited to be
bringing you some fabulous FREE
workshops this Autumn encouraging you to
stitch, upcycle and create yourselves a
new wardrobe from your old or unwanted
clothing. You are invited to bring along any
clothes from your wardrobe that are in
need of a new lease of life. So whether it’s
embellishing a shirt or turning a pair of
jeans into a miniskirt, we can help. All the
equipment and materials you need will be
provided, including sewing machines,
secondhand clothes, fabric scraps,
threads, needles, pins, scissors and
fastenings such as zips and buttons. No
sewing experience is required as our
experts will be on hand to help. So bring
along a friend and learn new lifelong skills
to save money on your wardrobe!
To book onto the workshop drop as an e
mail below: stitchedupuk@gmail.com

Fog Lane Park Community Orchard
Tree planting on Monday 12th @11am

Don your scarf and join us as we create a
new community orchard in Fog Lane Park in
Didsbury. We’ll be planting 420 wild fruit
and nut trees that will be a free source
of luvverly local produce for years to

come! To confirm your attendance and, for
full meet-up instructions, please email

community.growing@yahoo.co.uk

Climate Change & Energy Network Event@Methodist Central HallOldham Street, M1 1JQSaturday 24th of November, 2-5pm
An event organised by Stop Climate Chaos Coalition for local
groups in the North West who are already working on climate
change and energy issues and would like some support to do
so. The afternoon will include an “Ask an MP” session with
John Leech MP to improve your lobbying skills, and sessions on
the Green Economy and forthcoming Energy Bill with Green
Alliance, Friends of the Earth and Low Carbon Communities
Network. Spaces are limited so do let us know you’re coming
by emailing callie@stopclimatechaos.org



WHAT CAN YOU DO?
Reduce your personal footprintAll the standard personal stuff - drive less, cyclemore, fly less (cough cough cough). Eat less meat.Buy less stuff. Insulate your house!Ask at work - is there an environmental policy? Ifnot, why not? If there is, is it being implemented?Has your organisation endorsed the ManchesterClimate Change Action Plan?Doing all that is important in its own right, butalso so you have credibility (and aren't accused ofhypocrisy) when you...
Increase your political footprintJoin a group (see calendar on page eight) or go toan event. You could also volunteer with CoolerProjects on their Carbon Literacy programme - seewww.coolerprojects.com for more information.Find out who your local councillors are (even if you aredeprived enough not to live in Manchester CityCouncil's area). What have they done to get thecouncil more active? What could they do? Do theyeven know about climate change as a localgovernment issue?
Get involved with MCFlySubscribe, forward articles to your friends.Send us news! Write for us, volunteer...

Inspiring Quote of the Month

Why did you get involved?After a crazy time as a lost and struggling young person, I foundhelp and it was like my life restarted. I began studying and I did alanguage exchange with a Swiss physicist called Serge. Hewouldn’t stop banging on about acid rain, ozonelayers and climate change and I thought he wasan alarmist. But suddenly, something clicked. Ihad an OMG moment and have been bangingon about climate change myself ever since.What was the last big successyour campaign had?Young people who are now adults saying thatour environmental youth work changed their livesand attitudes for the better; the planting of a youth andcommunity orchard in Platt Fields that continues to mature andprovide free food for local people; the making of a youngpeople’s film on climate change that has been seen by severalthousands and helped them understand and act on climatechange; the setting up of Climate Survivors and our joint writingof a ‘Charter for Abundance’.

"I have no equivocation in saying that all heavy rainfall events, including
this one [hurricane Sandy], have an element of climate change in them,
and the level of that contribution will increase in the future."Meteorologist Greg Holland of the National Centerfor Atmospheric Research, October 2012
What you may have missed...If you're reading MCFly for the first time, you may not realise that we havea website. We publish news stories, event reports, book reviews, opinionpieces and loads more. Here's a very small selection of what has gone up inthe last month;* Environment Agency issues permit for controversial Trafford incinerator* Event Report: Keep Calm and Prepare for (Climate) Change* Event Report: “Women Governing Forests : A History of Absence, theImpact of Presence”* MEN letter on academic freedom, MMU and the skills and knowledge weneed for the rocky road ahead* Youtube: Greater Manchester Tree Station and its community share offer* Get on your bike: free cycle training for Manchester residents* Youtube: Greater Manchester Tree Station and its community share offer* Volunteer Opportunity: “Manchester Carbon Literacy”*“Crowdfunding” bid for Solar Panels on South Manchester school

If people got involved in your group/campaign,what would they end up doing?In our Climate Survivors group it’s not so much about what you endup doing, but how you end up doing it. The aim is for all to feelgood, supported and heard. So many groups become tornapart by clashes of personality, egos dominating,internal conflicts, schisms, rifts….If you could wave a magic wand andchange one thing in the world, whatwould it be?Everyone knowing how to meditate. I would wish foreveryone to find that beautiful loving peaceful placewithin – whatever might be going on on the outer. Whenyou have peace within, knawing desires to mindlessly consume,accumulate profit, zoom around the world, simply don’t exist.What sustains you?Meditation, salsa dancing, hugs, chocolate, laughing with friends,lots and lots of love in my heart and an undying belief that humansare capable of and can achieve a much better world than the one weare living in. http://climatesurvivors.ning.com/

FROM THE COALFACE: Pauline Hocking from Climate Survivors
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Interview with Warren Hatteron local government and low carbon policies

Is local government where it needs to be onclimate change, compared to the hopes thatwere around when the NottinghamDeclaration was created?You'd be surprised if I said that local government now wasbrilliantly addressing climate change, and I won't let you down onthat. You're right about the Nottingham Declaration (in 2000)though. There was a lot of optimism, wasn't there? I recall thatthose were more optimistic times generally around localgovernment... There was also a clear direction of travel inrelations between central and local government; the idea wasemerging that local government's core function was "placeshaping", not simply delivering services. As a local authorityleader, having a comprehensive approach to carbon and climateonly really makes sense if you see your role in those terms. If yousee yourself as first and foremost a service deliverer, then it onlymakes sense to address the carbon linked directly to servicedelivery.
However, I don't think we ever had a positive, constructivenarrative about low carbon places - about how we can be fulfilled,have fun, get on with people, be healthy, etc. Instead, carbon(and sustainability more broadly) has tended to be framed as athreat, addressing it looks dull and worthy, and the visions therelook twee or hair-shirted to many. This is not local government'sfault, of course - on the whole, we went with the crowd. The lackof confidence in recent years has also been damaging. A confidentlocal government family would, since the Climate Change Act,have been trying to persuade central government to let it take onresponsibility for delivering on the UK's carbon budget - eachplace taking its fair share. But, frankly, there was no stomach forthis from the local government establishment, although a decentand impressive cross-section of Leaders campaigned for this withFriends of the Earth.
Could you name some UK local authoritieswhich are doing well on mitigation, and giveyour impressions of what the reasons for thatgood performance are?I'm not in the best position to judge, as I don't get to hear aboutall the good stuff that goes on. Off the top of my head, I've beenimpressed by a number of the initiatives I've heard about inBristol, and by the way that Haringey has introduced an annualcarbon-focused full Council meeting. My time as a judge for theLow Carbon Council

Warren Hatter is a London-based consultant and commentator with aspecial interest - and many years experience - in local government andcarbon policy. MCFly co-editor Marc Hudson asks him a few questions...
category in the Local Government Chronicle awards (I'm justwaiting for this year's batch of applications!) tells me that thereare plenty of councils with impressive initiatives to reduceemissions in their own estate and operations, and also a numberwho have done good work with businesses: Oxford springs tomind. I'm pretty sure that there is some good work being doneby councils in support of Transition initiatives, though the onlyone I know much about is Lambeth, near where I live, where theCouncil has supported the Brixton Pound, for example. Brighton& Hove introducing the Phlorum tool is a positive step, as itprompts the inclusion of supply-chain emissions in theconsideration of building plans. Aberdeen, Peterborough andDurham should also get honourable mentions here. That's allvery top-of-mind, and I'm bound to have forgotten some reallygood examples. I'll apologise in advance, and also point out thatI've deliberately not mentioned clients; it wouldn't seem right!
If you were David Cameron for a day, whatwould you do?The two things that central government could do that would setthe framework within which it would make perfect sense forlocal government to do a great job on climate change are, firstly,to find a way of moving towards consumption-based carbonmetrics being the main reference point for addressing carbon …
If you were Eric Pickles for a day, whatwould you do?… and, secondly, to disaggregate the national carbon budgets inthe UK Low Carbon Transition Plan to the local level, so that eachlocal authority - or, more appropriately, each place - isaccountable for reducing its share of emissions. Ideally, thiswould include consumption-based emissions. This would bring animmediate focus to policy-making around influencing behaviour.
Anything else you'd like to say?How about I tell you why I remain optimistic? Our species isphenomenally successful, which should give us some confidencein our ability to reverse the way we've begun to exceed ourplanet's natural limits. The other side of that coin has alwaysbeen that we *know* we're exceeding those limits yet continueto push - but we are now beginning to understand our quirksand biases as humans, which are ideal for the world of 200,000years ago, and which explain why we behave in this way - andthis gives me some hope that we'll still pull through.
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What is the one thing you feel the council hasdone best around the climate change agendain the last couple of years?
Murphy: I think the best thing the council has been trying to do is
make climate change and the green agenda part of everybody's
responsibility. So yes, Nigel Murphy may be the overall lead [on
the environment] but we are all expected to know something
about the issue and consider it in all our portfolios work.Besides the huge austerity cuts what are thebig challenges to the council taking action onthis agenda?
I think the big challenge is economic stability and economic
growth in the sense of making the most of opportunities in
Manchester. Overall I think that Manchester is quite a successful
city but there are lots of people living in the city that are not
connected to that success and it's much more sustainable if our
own people are the ones that benefit from our success. Another
part of the challenge is about education and we are trying to get
all councillors to do carbon literacy training
(I've not done mine yet so I'm a
complete novice). Part of that is
about awareness-raising and
getting councillors to
understand the carbon impact
of all their actions.How prepared the councilto deal with varioushypothetical extreme weather scenarios suchas a heatwave that leaves lots of peoplestruggling?
That's a really interesting question. I don't know if there are any
plans to deal with heat waves in particular but one of the things
we have learnt from the really tough winters we've had is getting
better at knowing where vulnerable people are. One of things that
we did in my ward was trying to make sure that we work local
housing providers as they would have most of the knowledge. Who
knows where elderly people are and who is house-bound? Trying
to establish a network with that knowledge was really important
and I guess when you have the blocks of that knowledge in place
you can apply it anything I guess. We also did a campaign with
other councils about getting neighbours to check on each other.The west contributes more to climate changedue to its large carbon emissions. DoesManchester recognise that and have a sense

of responsibility in terms of practical solidarity?
I do think that Manchester has a duty to do that. It's not my specialist
area but we are trying to move away from the traditional friendship
agreement to something a bit more solid. We recently had a friendship
request from Lahore and we said we don't really do any more
twinning or friendship style stuff but what we're now talking to them
about is working together on a project. One of the things we are
looking at are the impacts of climate change. That's very much in the
early stages but I think it's something more interesting rather than
having one-off nice certificate and a couple of councillors go off on a
jolly.Are there other places that the City Council is indiscussion, around not just climate but socialcohesion and environment issues more generally.
We're in touch with a fair number of the Scandinavian countries. We
get a lot of requests for visits – for them to come to us. There's a lot of
interest in our carbon reduction plan, for example. But it needs to
become more of a reality as well, so we can show people

We've got a good plan, and it's starting to work...What sorts of things youthink the council could doto be more transparent?
I think a better website would be a
start, where we can put information

about performance. We had an
interesting discussion about data – that we

should make all the data we can available. But data
isn't transparency, so if we released all the data we hold on
everything, it probably wouldn't tell you very much, so it's finding a
way of having some kind of indicators about what we're doing without
having to wade through the pages.Economic growth – what happens if it doesn'tcome back?
It's very very difficult, because a lot of the things the Government are
doing are actually making sure that it doesn't come back anytime
soon, and they don't really have a plan for growth. I think locally
we're doing relatively okay. But the most important thing for me
would be that growth – or prosperity rather than growth if you're not
going to see big rises in growth – are shared more evenly. So not
everything is centred in London and the south-east, but are more
evenly spread across the whole of the country, particularly in the
North.
::For the full interview and more MCFly interviews go tomanchesterclimatemonthly.net/interviews/

The MCMonthlyInterview Sue Murphy
Deputy Leader of

Manchester City Council
MCFly speaks to Sue Murphy about heatwaves, working with Lahore on climate change, carbon literacy and makingthe council more transparent.

"The most important thingfor me would be that growth – orprosperity rather than growth if you'renot going to see big rises in growth – areshared more evenly."



COUNCILS OF DESPAIR
After a shock announcement that the Environment Commission is no
more, MCFly got in touch with the Association of Greater Manchester
Authorities (AGMA) to find out why. An AGMA spokesperson
informed us that since May 2012, when Dave Goddard -its first and
only chair – lost his council seat in the local elections, the
commission had lacked political leadership and has been under
review. The spokesperson added that leader of Manchester City
Council, Richard Leese, has now taken an interest and will
incorporate the commission’s work into the Low Carbon Hub.

The work of the EC will be “streamlined” into the Low
Carbon Hub’s work and these changes were about “improving
management.” The spokersperson added that the changes to the EC
are not unique as all the 5 AGMA commissions are currently under
review. The Low Carbon Hub, which was announced in March 2012,
is part of the ‘Deal for Cities’ for Manchester which included the
Green Investment Bank initiative. The Deal for Cities is part of a
Central Government strategy to encourage economic growth in cities.
According to AGMA, the Hub will have four primary aims: •
Realising economic opportunities associated with transition to a low
carbon economy • Supporting GM's 48% carbon reduction target by
2020 • Increasing awareness & understanding leading to
behavioural change • Preparing GM to adapt to the unavoidable
effects of climate change.

Richard Leese has been selected to chair the Low Carbon
Hub Board with various members from the Environment Commission
finding a place at the Hub. That includes the Cooperative Group,
Roger Milburn from ARUP, Manchester Airport, Anne Selby from the
Merseyside Wildlife Trust and Neil Swannick. The report also hinted
that the implementation plan for the GM Climate Change Strategy,
which the Environment Commission insisted would be published
imminently, was nowhere near completion:“It is proposed that the
Low Carbon Hub Board will be responsible, on behalf of the
GMCA/AGMA Executive Board, for developing and putting in place
the delivery arrangements for Greater Manchester’s Climate Change
Strategy and other environmental priorities.”MCFly says: As another organisation dies a quiet death and a
shiny new one is launched, I can’t help but feel skeptical. For one, I
am so report-weary at the moment and that is all that ever seems to
come out of Greater Manchester when it comes to climate change. So
until the Low Carbon Hub actually does something, I won’t be
cheering them on from the sidelines. Typically, the agenda item
report also failed to admit that the EC has been something of a
failure. The writers of these reports seem either unwilling, or
perhaps unable to look into how they could avoid making the same
mistakes. In the absence of this reflection, what’s to prevent today’s
Hub being replaced by a Commission in three years time?

Steering Group Follies
We've given up on the “Steering Group” - a zombie organisation
gnawing at the dead body of the pre-Copenhagen effervescence and
irrelevance that is the “Climate Change Action Plan.” Still, it hasn't
quite given up on itself. There are new posts on its blog (the first
since January). One deals with the group's August meeting, the
other with its October meeting. And news reaches us that the present
chair is going to step down. An eminence gris wants him to stick
around until after the next “Climate Week.” Said gris, a noted
encourager of “dialogue” (as long as you say what you're supposed
to), often gets his way. Meanwhile, the exciting and vital work of...
drafting termses of references... continues.
One of the “No Dash for Gas folks”, who attime of going to press are still occupying WestBurton Gas-Fired Power Station has writtenthis...
"I write letters, I lobby my MP, I sign petitions, I go on legal demos
and wave placards. I think all this stuff is useful, but it's simply not
enough by itself. Unfortunately, the big energy companies have far
more lobbying power than ordinary citizens, and so have succeeded
in skewing national energy policy in their favour. Opinion polls tell
us that most people in this country want a shift away from fossil
fuels, in favour of renewables. Energy experts tell us that the price of
gas is rising fast (it's responsible for 2/3 of the latest rise in
household energy bills), while the costs of renewable energy is
falling; they also tell us that if we start the transition now (and also
reduce demand to a sensible level) it would be perfectly possible to
have a fully renewable UK energy supply by 2030. Climate scientists
tell us that we must make this change to have any hope of avoiding
runaway climate catastrophe. A new wave of fossil-fueled power
stations ultimately benefits no-one but the energy giants - but they
have the political clout to get their way, and the normal democratic
channels aren't enough by themselves to get them to change. History
tells us that civil disobedience and non-violent direct action have
always been a vital part of any successful movement for change on
this scale. These tactics are a crucial part of the picture - not the be-
all and end-all, but important for pushing the debate forward,
demonstrating the seriousness of a cause and creating new political
space for change."Which reminds us of this, from 1964:
“There's a time when the operation of the machine becomes so
odious, makes you so sick at heart, that you can't take part! You
can't even passively take part! And you've got to put your bodies
upon the gears and upon the wheels…upon the levers, upon all the
apparatus, and you've got to make it stop! And you've got to
indicate to the people who run it, to the people who own it, that
unless you're free, the machine will be prevented from working at
all!” 10

The Environment Commission is dead.Long live the… “Low Carbon Hub.”



CULTURE VULTURE
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Book Review: What’s Mine is Yours– How CollaborativeConsumption is changingthe way we live
by Rachel Botsman and Roo Rogers,
Harper Collins 2011
When I picked up this book by
chance, I thought it would be useful
as back-up research, if only to find
useful and insightful examples of
co-ownership and co-operation in
action. The truth is that it turned
out to be a very easy to read page-
turner, with a lot more to say than the title ever suggested and all in
all an excellent introduction to the subject for anyone and with a real
interest in promoting intelligent consumption. The book is divided into
three parts, discussing first the evolution of consumerism and related
behaviour: how the pressures of social norms, marketing and easy
credits lead us to permanent dissatisfaction and pushed over-
consumption. Then follows a very comprehensive exposé of the rise
and momentum of the collaborative consumption movement ; and
finally, a part on impact , which dealt with cradle to cradle design and
community as a brand -although that was the weakest part to me as it
felt a little repetitive.
Collaborative consumption was divided into:
-Product Service Systems: with the change in mind-set from “me” to
“we”, away from the ownership of “stuff” such as cars, accessories or
equipment in favour of rental of the service these items render.
- Redistribution Markets: which stem from the re-use of pre-owned
items both from businesses and individuals (think Freecycle, Ebay and
Craigslist)
- Collaborative Lifestyles: knowledge, skills and time in exchange for
either a parallel local currency or other services in your community.
Altogether, although sometimes the book felt like a long
advertisement opportunity for all the sites and businesses involved in

11

renting, sharing, hiring, re-using, collaborating etc, it did manage
to convince the reader of the increasing volume and variety (and
business opportunities!) of the collaborative consumption
movement. Did you know about Landshare which connects
growers with land and garden owners? Or Airbnb where you can
arrange to stay in someone’s spare room anywhere?
Many more were quoted in the book, but there’s one temple of
collaborative consumption you’ll know and have used for ever.
And that’s where I recommend you go and borrow a copy of this
book…Laurence Menhinick

The frontpage of Bloomberg Magazinefollowing hurricane Sandy which shut downthe New York Stock Exchange for two days -the last time it shut for two days was in 1888.
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CALENDARAppearance in the calendar is not an endorsement of the quality of the event in question!

Manchester Climate Monthly exists toinform, inspire and connect people working - orwanting to work - towards a more resilient andfair Greater Manchester. Its editors are notmembers of any political party or employed byany local authority. MCM receives no politicalfunding. But we have a Lush wodge of moolah.For our mission(s) and transparency mechanisms,please visit the "about" page on our website.Our email ismcmonthly@gmail.comtwitter: @mcr_climatescribd: www.scribd.com/ManchesterClimateEditors: Arwa Aburawa and Marc Hudson

Cartoonist: Marc Robertswww.marcrobertscartoons.comThanks to: All our volunteers!Next issue published: 3 December 2012

Wed 7, 6m – 7.30pm Manchester city centre green group, Manchester Town Hall. Do you live in Manchester city centre? Do you want agreener Manchester? A new green group is being set up for city centre residents to ‘green the city’. An initial meeting to discuss ideas was helda couple of weeks, organised by Kevin Peel; Labour councillor for Manchester city centre. If you’re interested in getting involved please go alongto the meeting or contact colette@manchesterfoe.org.uk for more information. Room 113, Manchester Town Hall, Lloyd St.Weds 7, 6-8pm Digital Debate @ Dancehouse Theatre, 10 Oxford Rd, Manchester M1. A debate with all the by-election candidates andsome local figures in the digital community so the public can quiz them on their views of issue effecting one of Manchester’s largest and fastestgrowing industries and what they will do for digital Manchester.Mon 12, 11am Tree planting Fog Lane Park Community Orchard. Don your scarf and join us as we create a new community orchard inFog Lane Park in Didsbury. We’ll be planting 420 wild fruit and nut trees that will be a free source of luvverly local produce for years to come!To confirm your attendance please email community.growing@yahoo.co.ukTues 13, 7pm to 9pm An Interactive Evening of Exploration with Christopher & Sheila Cooke at Manchester Cheadle Village Hotel,Cheadle Road, Cheadle SK8 1HW. "Join us for an evening of exploration into the latest thinking on values, leadership and change in the contextof a rapidly globalising world, where 7 billion earthlings are seeking a first world lifestyle that consumes the resources equivalent to 74billion." A highly interactive evening with space afterwards to mingle and talk. www.5deep.net No charge. Donations accepted. Register via –jon.twigge@rpssoftware.co.ukSat 17, 9-7pm Manchester Hackathon at Madlab, FutureEverything, Open Data Manchester and Manchester City Council are looking forexperts and innovators to hack, code, programme and experiment with the city’s sets of open data to build new applications and develop futureservices. Entries from both teams and individuals are welcome, and there are cash prizes to be won for the best product at the end of thesession ranging from £600- £4,600).Sat 17, 2.30 to 4.30pm Stitched Up Free Upcycling Workshops – Trafford. Stitched Up are super excited to be bringing you somefabulous FREE workshops this Autumn. With the help of Recycle For Greater Manchester we will be providing workshops encouraging you tostitch, upcycle and create yourselves a new wardrobe from your old or unwanted clothing. No sewing experience is required as our experts willbe on hand to help. To book onto the workshop drop as an e-mail below: stitchedupuk@gmail.comTues 20, 7.30pm Launch of “Steady State Manchester” report, Mechanics Institute, Princess St - see frontpage for more details.Fri 23, 9.30am – 12.30pm Food Futures Forum on Food Poverty. The Forum is open to anyone with an interest in tackling foodpoverty in Manchester and will be an opportunity to hear the latest evidence and to contribute to developing approaches to tackling it. Placesare limited so booking is essential. If you would like to attend please email c.raiswell@manchester.gov.ukSat 24, 2-5pm Climate Change & Energy network event, Methodist CentralHall Oldham Street, Manchester M1 1JQ. An event organised by Stop ClimateChaos Coalition for local groups in the North West who are already working onclimate change and energy issues and would like some support to do so. Theafternoon will include an “Ask an MP” session with John Leech MP and sessionson the Green Economy and forthcoming Energy Bill with Green Alliance, Friendsof the Earth and Low Carbon Communities Network. Let us know you’re comingby emailing callie@stopclimatechaos.orgWed 28, 6pm - 8pm Launching "The Oil Road", a new book fromPlatform, including panel discussion and performance. A free event by VirtualMigrants at the International Anthony Burgess Foundation, 3 Cambridge Street,Engine House, Chorlton Mill, Manchester M1 5BY. Booking a place is stronglyadvised, please register your attendance at www.crudekillings.eventbrite.co.uk
Manchester Climate Monthly is financiallysupported by
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